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Gregory:	Mr. Webster, you do understand that we are recording this conversation?

Webster:	Yes, I do.

Gregory:	Very good, sir.  As we had talked before, we are going to go through your World War  II experience this morning.  If you will go back to where and when you were born and a little bit of background on when you were growing up and so forth, please.

Webster:	Fine.  I was born in Chicago, 1920.  I have one older brother, four and a half years older.  I grew up in a very nice suburb of Hinsdale, fifteen miles southwest of Chicago.  Attended public schools there.  I guess you would say we were an upper middle class family – very, very fortunate.  We had a summer cottage in southwest Michigan where I’d either caddy at the local golf course or play every day and swim twice a day.  I was active in Boy Scouting and achieved Eagle Scout rank at age fourteen.  I was later active in high school athletics – football, basketball, track.  I was class president, National Honor Society, and a lot of student theatricals.  But I was also interested in the military, especially the Civil War era.  Coming from Illinois and the Land of Lincoln, I guess we’re automatically involved in that.  I attended CMTC, which is the  Civilian Military Training Corps, which was kind of a halfway between the CCC and ROTC.  I attended two summers of that at Fort Sheridan in the Infantry training.  So I subconsciously was already preparing myself for a military career.

Gregory:	When would this have been?

Webster:	That was 1937 and ‘38 that I was at Fort Sheridan.

Gregory:	So you were still in high school.

Webster:	Yep.  

Gregory:	Tell me a little bit about the CMTC.

Webster:	It was a six-week summer program where the military would invite local high school juniors and seniors ... my recollection was you had to be sixteen.  They’d invite interested volunteers to attend.  Fort Sheridan is north of Chicago about fifteen miles, near Winetka.  It was an easy commute by train for me.  In the program, each Infantry company ... an Infantry company back then maybe had 20 0 soldiers in it.  They’d invite probably ten high school juniors or seniors that they’d put with each Infantry company to give them a little taste of the military.  Or course, in essence what it amounted to was they were getting very cheap slave labor for menial duties like kitchen police or latrine orderly ...

Gregory:	Grunt work.

Webster:	Grunt work.  Working the rifle pits, putting the patches on the targets.  But it did give you a flavor of the military, and what was most interesting to me, you got a chance to rub shoulders with the World War I doughboys, who as corporals and buck sergeants making $35-40 a month were able to support and family and by their standards were living fairly comfortably.  Just coming out of the Depression, that was something to be aspired for ... to have some kind of a job that you could support your family with.

Gregory:	What would you say the government’s objective was in developing that program?
Webster:	I think it was a bit propaganda.  But it was before you had conscription, and it was to encourage young men who were interested in the military to actually get an exposure to it.  It was certainly successful as far as I was concerned.  I’m sure some of the guys were turned off as to the way the thirty-five and forty year old World War I doughboys would dump on you every chance they got.  I learned to peel potatoes pretty well and clean out an urinal or commode pretty well.  I learned a love of flag and bugle.

Gregory:	You said you were selected, so this was something you applied for?  They said, based on your school performance and so forth that you were qualified?

Webster:	Well, that perhaps had something to do with it, but it was just the fact that you were interested.  My recollection was you got your meals and you lived in a tent and maybe you got $1 a day, something  like that, for being available.  You actually ... you went out and got to fire on the range a couple times a week when you weren’t in the pits patching targets.  You went out on some field problems and you attended some classes in map reading and military history.  It was a good exposure.

Gregory:	You used the term, “patching targets?”  I’m not familiar with that term.

Webster:	Well, you’re in a pit ... you’re either at the 100 or 300 or 500 yard range and these pits ... these targets are usually a canvas target that has a paper bulls-eye and all the concentric rings on it.  It’s on a scale that slides up and down.  These targets are about, maybe, six feet wide and they slide up and down like a window shade.  So you’re down in a pit in front of this target and the guys are 300 or 500 yards away, shooting at you with a 30-30 Springfield.  You run up the target ... you’re on a radio phone or sometimes you did it by flag signals with the range officer.  You would run the target up and they would shoot at it.  Then you’d pull it down and score it, tell them how many were in the bulls-eye and how many were in each ring -- keep score on it.  Then you’d put paper patches on it so that it was clean.  Then you’d run it up again for the next shooter.  You’d spend all day ... not all day ... you’d have easily a four-hour, half-day session in the pits.  In the summer time in Chicago it can get pretty damn hot sitting down there and all these bullets zinging around over your head.

Gregory:	So you learned to keep your head down.

Webster:	Hopefully, yes.  But the pit was, fortunately, very deep.

Gregory:	That’s interesting.  You spent a couple of summers with the CMTC ...

Webster:	Right.  When I wasn’t swimming or playing golf up in Michigan, I was up at Fort Sheridan.

Gregory:	Where were you in Michigan?

Webster:	We had a summer place at Dowajiac called Indian Lake.  It was a nice summer cottage, two and a half bedrooms and a sleeping porch.  We had a dock and a couple of boats.  We were maybe 100 yards from a golf course.  I’d get up every morning at five o’clock and go fishing with a Blackfoot Indian and an old elderly guy -- all I knew him as was Mr. Simpson.  So Mr. Simpson and Indian Joe and I would go fishing from five o’clock to six o’clock.  Then we’d come in as soon as the sun was up and I’d run a half mile or so up to the country club headquarters, sign in on the caddy sheet ... because the sequence in which you went out depended upon the order in which you signed in.  So there was some advantage in signing in early.  Then I’d come home and have breakfast and then go back to the clubhouse at maybe eight o’clock when the golfers started coming.  The caddy master would say, “Okay, Billy Webster, you’re next up.  Be ready.”  Some golfer would wander in and we’d take off.  It was a nine-hole course, nice, cute little course.  My recollection was that the caddy fee was probably 25¢ and if he was a big spender, he might tip you another quarter.  If I wasn’t gonna be caddying, I was gonna be playing golf, so it didn’t make any difference to me which.  It was an interesting way to spend the summer.  So it was a very idyllic youth, growing up.  Not really totally aware of the problems of the Depression. I do recall my dad coming home in probably 1930 or ‘31, and he and Mother always had a drink in the kitchen before dinner.  Jack and I would sit on the back steps, which were part of the kitchen.  Him telling my mother, “Mary, you know I’ve been trading on the margin in the stock market and we’ve lost heavily, but I was able to save the house in Hinsdale and save the cottage at Indian Lake, but you’re gonna have to let the maid go and we’re gonna have to tough it out from here.”  So from then on we lived very conservatively, but still on a comparative basis it was still very fortunate.

Gregory:	Let’s pick up, then, back to CMTC and your high school time.

Webster:	As I say, I graduated in ‘38.  I was the president of the class and into everything and a  reasonably good athlete.  I was an All Conference basketball player and on several All State teams and played football and ran hurdles and track, so I was pretty active.  I entered Cornell at Ithaca, New York in 1938 majoring in engineering.  I was a member of the Chi Psi fraternity there and earned my Cornell “C” in both basketball and football.  Based on my ROTC training at Fort Sheridan, I was able to sweet talk the ROTC Major into letting me take Advanced Drill as a sophomore so that I was already in the Infantry Officer Training Program when war started in Europe.   A lot of times you do funny things on impulse, and I had really seen the movie -- Tyrone Power -- and A Yank in the RAF.  I had been reading about the  Battle of Britain and the air fights over Malta, et cetera.  I was motivated on a very impulsive movement to take the bus ride from Ithaca up to Syracuse to take the Flying Cadet exam.  I passed that and was immediately offered the opportunity to start pilot training in May of 1941.  So I ... again, it wasn’t that I was that eager to risk my life, but it sounded like something that I would enjoy being part of.  So I started pilot training at Muskogee, Oklahoma, in PT-19s, which is a Fairchild low-wing, canvas-covered plane.  Went on to basic training at Brady, Texas, flying the BT-14s.  Both these are civilian training schools where the Army had a Commandant of Cadets and a couple of quality control captains and lieutenants, but all the instructors (flying and ground school) are civilians.  Then we went on the Advanced Flying training at   Kelly Field in San Antonio, flying AT-6s, and this was all military.  At flying school back then, the goal was to get your minimum of 200 hours of flying time, meet certain academic and flying proficiency standards.  Then you were given your wings and you were commissioned.

Gregory:	So you signed on in May of ‘41.  

Webster:	Yep.

Gregory:	Dropped out of school.

Webster:	Yep.

Gregory:	Tell me about Muskogee.  Sounds like an interesting place.  Was it?

Webster:	Well,  Muskogee ... I have to say I’m somewhat romantically influenced ... while at Muskogee.  They were trying to make the civilian flying schools as close to a West Point aura as they could.  As an underclassman, for your first six weeks you were confined to the base unless you wanted to go to church.  So they had a notice on the bulletin board that said, “Anybody that wants to go to church at St. Paul Methodist Church, sign up here and somebody will come pick you up and take you to church and take you to dinner and bring you back.”  That was a great way to get off the base as far as I was concerned.  So I signed up and these people,  a delightful couple, picked me up.  I think I was the only guy that signed up for the Methodist Church, although I was a Congregationalist by youth training.  But they didn’t have Congregational churches in the South then, so I signed up for the Methodist Church.  On the way driving to church, I said, “I used to sing in the choir back home.  Do you need somebody in the choir?”  They said, “Oh, man, do we need somebody in the choir.”  They took me around to the choir director and I said I could sing second tenor pretty well.  He said, “Fine.”  He signed me up and I got fitted for a robe and showed up in the choir loft.  Sitting next to me was a cute soprano named Betty Baldwin who was just home from college at Stillwater, which was Oklahoma A and M at that time; it’s now Oklahoma State.  We giggled and whispered, and here we are fifty-eight  years later and we’re still giggling and whispering.  But Muskogee back then was about the same as it is now.  It’s the headquarters of the Five Civilized Indian tribes.  Lots of old, old buildings ... I don’t think downtown main street Muskogee has probably changed in the last 100 years.  Still about 25,000 to 35,000 people.  Interstates have  virtually bypassed it; railroads aren’t big passenger carriers any more, at least in the middle South.  It’s an interesting town, but it’s dying on the vine.  But I plucked one of the fruits off the vine [chuckles].  So I have a fond spot in my heart for Muskogee.

Gregory:	Understandably.  What were your quarters like there?

Webster:	We lived in barracks, just the typical ... looked like a World War I barracks -- they just build on the same design.  Probably fifty cadets to a barracks and a common latrine at one end with showers and commodes.  The charge of quarters -- his room -- was there.  And we had a mess hall.  They had two rather small hangars; all the planes were parked outside.  You just marched to class.  They had a classroom building, so you’d go to ground school in the morning and fly in the afternoon.

Gregory:	Were you considered to be a cadet?  Is that what they called you?

Webster:	Yeah, we were flying cadets at the time.  It was the Army Air Corps back then ... the flying end of the military had a sequence of names, but ... back in the ‘30s, I think it was like 1936 or ‘37, they adopted the name  Army Air Corps because it was just one branch of the US Army.  Of course, they were still smarting under the court martial of Billy  Mitchell.  Some of his followers who testified on his behalf at his trial were still hexed ... like “Hap” Arnold, for one -- he was the principal one, but he was kind of pigeon holed as a major for ten or twelve years.  Finally in the middle ‘30s it became the US Army Air Corps and Arnold was put in charge.  They started slowly getting sufficient appropriations to increase the numbers of pilot training and the number of airplanes that they could purchase.   But it was still pretty much structured under the World War I and post-World War I manning documents.  It was pretty ... I don’t want to say it was primitive, but it was pretty frugal.  The equipment was pretty minimal.

Gregory:	Let’s go back to Kelly, now, can we?  You were training there.  Is that where you got your wings?

Webster:	Yeah.  An interesting era, Dave.  The fall of 1941.  This is just conjecture on my part, but I think history might bear it out, or research might bear it out.  It became pretty evident that the United States was gonna get into war somewhere along the way.   Every week on the bulletin board there at  Kelly Field, if you dug down through the Orders of the Day and all the other junk there, you could always find an announcement saying, “If you’re interested in flying for the Flying Tigers, report to room so and so,” or “if you’re interested ...”  The one I was interested in ... I was pretty much of an average pilot -- I might have been worse than average, but I made it.  But anyway, the one that I was interested in was they had a deal where you could -- what it amounted to was -- resign your citizenship and you became “John Doe, soldier of fortune at large” and you flew under a contract with Pan American Airways, ferrying Kitty Hawks, which were P-40s, for the RAF.  They would take these P-40s -- Curtiss made the P-40 --  and they would crate these things, take them to Accra, which was on the west coast of Africa ...   Because the fuel capacity of a P-40, and most planes at that time, weren’t sufficient to ferry it across the Atlantic ... and, of course, they didn’t have mid-air refueling ...   

[recording is interrupted by another phone call -- some discussion of that takes place]

Gregory:	Let’s see, you were thinking about flying Kitty Hawks.

Webster:	So the scheme was this.   Back then, 2nd lieutenants were getting $155 a month plus $50 flight pay.  So you were making about $200 a month.  But this Pan Am deal was that you would be paid $500 a month and get all your expenses paid.  You’d ferry these planes 3,500 miles starting from Accra on the west coast of Africa.  You had two landings at remote desert gas stations where they just would roll a whole bunch of fifty-gallon drums out.  You’d land on the desert strip and they’d have four or five Arabs and maybe one RAF non-com in charge and they’d refuel you and get you on your way as soon as they could so that the Germans who were all around there ... German southwest Africa -- back then the middle of Africa was heavy German territory.  But you had two landings -- thirty minute refueling stops -- and then you’d end up at Khartoum in the Sudan where you’d turn the plane ... which at that time, of course, was a British province ...   So you’d turn the plane over to the RAF and then you’d wait a couple of days and they’d fly you back circuitously up through Portugal and back down to Accra again and you’d make ... you probably were gonna make two trips a month.  If you survived ... it wasn’t on an “if you” ... this was automatic -- no problem.  At the end of six months, you got a $1,000 sign-up bonus and your pay went to $750 a month.  It sounded just great and the pay would have been far in excess of what the US was paying.  Any time you terminated your contract, you would come back to the Army Air Corps.  So it looked like a good something to do that would be interesting and be involved tangentially in the war.  So a bunch of us signed up for that.  I wasn’t selected; probably I wasn’t a good enough pilot.  Anyway, that’s just an example.  You could go with the AVG -- the Flying Tigers, you could go with the RAF ... they even had a deal where you could fly for the Dutch.  All these things were opportunities for new pilots to somehow or other get in the war effort early.

Gregory:	Did you have some buddies that did that?

Webster:	Well, yes.  I think there were about thirty-five of us ... there were 200 in our class at  Kelly Field and thirty-five of us signed up ... we signed up for everything.  Ten of them were selected for that RAF thing.  They started out in, say, October of ‘41 and Pan Am took them down to Panama to start them training in fighter-flight characteristics, long-range cruise control, et cetera, et cetera.  The weather was bad and their training was slowed down, so instead of getting to participate, before they knew it, why, December 7 came and there they were, still sitting in Panama.  Most of them spent the whole damn war sitting in the Canal Zone, flying P-40s, patrolling the Atlantic and the Pacific.  So they were well motivated, but not very well rewarded.  
	Again, I was an average pilot.  I really didn’t have any special aptitude for aerobatics.  I could go where I was supposed to go and do what I was supposed to do and I didn’t get lost on cross-countries.  So I got my 200 hours and was getting ready to graduate when unfortunately, as happens in all kinds of families, my dad was suddenly taken ill and died two weeks before my graduation and commissioning at Kelly Field.  This would have been like November 28 or 29 of 1941.  And I’ll be darned if the Army Air Corps didn’t provide me a plane and a 2nd lieutenant instructor to fly along with me to take me home for the funeral.  So from San Antonio to Chicago I had some pretty interesting cross-country exercises.  I always appreciated that, as did my mother.  
	We had finished our ground school and our flight requirements, and had tentatively gotten our assignments after graduation, when December 7 came.  I’ll never forget the next day, sitting in the Instructors’ Lounge at Section 4 at  Kelly Field, listening to the radio broadcast of President Roosevelt asking Congress to declare war on Japan.  It was raining that day; we couldn’t fly.  We were sitting there being served coffee and donuts by some waiters in white jackets and I thought, “Man, this is living.  Everybody else is going to war and I’m gonna be stuck here being an instructor at Kelly Field in the back seat of an AT-6.  The United States would certainly win the war in three or four, maybe at most, six months, before I could ever get into combat.  Everything else has been going my way up to now, and here I am, stuck!”  So that was on a Monday.  We were graduated on Friday, our regular day.  They usually brought in ... of course, again, we were still part of the Army, and they brought in this tall, kind of blond, kind of balding, thin-haired, skinny Brigadier General from Fort Sam Houston who was Chief of Staff over there.  He gave us our commissioning talk -- “Go get them.  Get one for me.”  I’ll be darned if his name wasn’t Dwight David Eisenhower!  
	Things were in such a state of flux, as everyone knows.  Heck, I didn’t know where Pearl Harbor was.  It was some place out there in the Pacific.  And the Philippine Islands, yeah ...  Actually, the Philippines was a very desirable assignment to get, probably more so than Hawaii.  Again, here I was stuck at Kelly Field, San Antonio, Texas.  Well, within a week, all of a sudden I was told to go to the Orderly Room to pick up my new orders.  I was assigned to a 46th Bombardment Group, Light, at Bowman Field, Louisville, Kentucky, flying first of all the B-18s, which at that time was categorized as a light bomber.  Then also they were just in the process of getting a new shipment of DB-7s, which was the French version of the A-20, the Douglas Havoc twin-engine, single pilot attack bomber.  Minimum altitude, low level strafing, skip bombing, that type of mission.  I couldn’t have gotten a better plane or a better mission.  Just fantastic.  

Gregory:	 A-20.  Looking at a picture of one, right here.

Webster:	Well, they were great!  Cruised 220 [mph], 230 [mph].  Very comfortable.  You sat in the middle.  Reasonably sized cockpit, adequate instrumentation.  Would fly on one engine if you had guts enough to hit the feather switch, but as far as emergency training back then, you really didn’t get much ...  “Don’t touch that damn feathering button -- you might not be able to un-feather it.”  I had a World War I bombardier, a tech sergeant, that was assigned to me.  He was really something.  Sergeant Eubanks.  Again, we were to do minimum altitude.  I’d be flying along at fifty feet off the ground, and he’d say over the intercom, “Come on, Loo-tenant.  This isn’t minimum altitude.”  So I’d get down a little lower and he’d needle me again.  This one day, I remember we were flying in southern Kentucky some place in an open field and there was a big old dead tree -- there were no leaves on it.  It was probably January or February of ‘42.  I just had had enough of Sergeant Eubanks needling me.  So I aimed at this tree.  I’m maybe ten feet off the ground and I aimed at this tree, and I didn’t pull up.  I just intentionally flew through the top of that damn tree [laughter], broke most of the windows out of the nose of that A-20.  If you’re looking at the picture, you can see it’s all plexi-glass.  Flew through that thing and all of a sudden I heard Sergeant Eubanks plead, “Let’s go home,” cause it was colder than kraut going along with no glass in the front [laughter].  
	We were stationed three or four places on temporary duty there.  We were at Fort Benning for a while flying some Russian infantry officers studying ground panels -- how to lay out panels on the ground for close support from the air.  Radios weren’t that reliable or secure.  Now with the forward air controllers, the way they’ve learned to use them, first in Korea and then in Vietnam, why, they don’t use ground panels any more.  But we got exposed to some Russians.

Gregory:	Help me with that term, “lay out panels?”

Webster:	Yeah, if you were an infantry outfit and you wanted to call for air support, you’d have these panels that were probably two feet by four feet of various colors.  You might have red panels, green panels, and orange panels.  Orange showed up the best.  Your eye has a better ability to pick up orange and orange-yellow than any other color in the spectrum.  So you’d lay these things out.  You might put them in the shape of a “T” and you’d put some of these panels together so that the “T” was maybe eight or ten feet high and maybe six feet across the top of the T.  You’d have a code and this would tell you, for example, that they wanted a smoke screen 100 yards away, or they wanted you to drop parachute bombs or they wanted you to do something else.  Back then the ground to air communication was not good, and in some instances you didn’t want to broadcast it because you were trying to keep it ... keep the security of what you planned to do.  So they would try to develop a system ... it never did work out particularly well, but we did get exposed to some crazy Russians at Fort Benning.

Gregory:	Any Russian stories?

Webster:	No, no, really now.  I do recall for one month we were stationed at Tallahassee, at the  Dale Mabry Army air field there, flying A-20 missions up to Fort Benning, kind of as an invading air unit.  The permanent party staff at Tallahassee ... we were on TDY -- what’s called temporary duty -- there, but the permanent staff, their role was training  Chinese Nationalist pilots, getting them checked out in P-39s, the Bell Aircobra.  I’ll bet there are pieces of those P-39s still out in the swamps at the end of the runways at Tallahassee.  Those guys were cracking them up faster than they could deliver them in there.  We got a chance, again, to talk to some of these Chinese guys.  They were, apparently, pretty influential Chinese pilots coming from wealthy nationalist families, because they all had girl friends or wives with them, right there.  Either that or they picked up some Chinese camp followers.  I was amazed.  We’d have to go to  Florida State College for Women or whatever the name of ...

Gregory:	That’s what it was.

Webster:	But these guys, they had their own indigenous Chinese gals with them.  It was interesting there at Tallahassee.

Gregory:	Did you get over here to the school and meet some honeys?

Webster:	No, not ... we didn’t go over, physically, to the campus but there were plenty of them around.  Good looking girls always, too.  Probably still are.  

Gregory:	Yeah, just a lot younger than I am, though. 

Webster:	So for a while it just looked like I was gonna spend my whole career just flying around the States not getting in the war.  So I figured, what the hell, I might as well get married.  We were stationed in Galveston patrolling the Gulf of Mexico.  You remember the German submarines were sinking a lot of tankers around the Gulf at the time.  We were stationed at Galveston and the reason for putting us at Galveston was this was a port of debarkation and they were gonna load the whole group --  46th Bomb Group -- on to three or four freighters.  They’d take the wings off the planes, box the fuselage and wings on the deck, and we were supposed to go to North Africa to participate with Montgomery in the North African campaign.  But somewhere or other the orders for availability of transports got lost and we ended up just sitting there for three months.  We were patrolling the Gulf, living in the Buccaneer Hotel -- which was the BOQ.  I said, “The heck with it.  I’m gonna get married.”  I had written Betty for six months and we’d exchanged a few visits.  She had come down to San Antonio for my graduation and met my mother, as well as my aunt and my grandmother who lived in San Antonio.  So we got married on May 2 at the Methodist Church there in Galveston.  Then we were transferred out to Blythe, California for the summer desert maneuvers of ‘42, where General Patton was whipping his armored division into shape to participate in the American landings in North Africa, which happened in, I think, October or November of ‘42.  So, over the first eight months of 1942, we had exposure to a lot of different sides of the war, but mostly because, again, we were in light bombardment, it was always in conjunction with the tactical demands or requests of the Infantry for close support.

Gregory:	Is that the definition of light bombardment?

Webster:	Oh, in a rough term, I’d say yes.  You don’t do in-depth strategic bombing going after factories and things like that.  You’re on a “you call, we haul” basis.  It’s upon request and you’re to support the needs of the ground troops.

Gregory:	To what extent would you do strafing?

Webster:	Oh, this was a big ... or turned out to be a big deal.  Of course, it later turned out in the southwest Pacific that this was one of our major threats and the actual reason why the Japanese drive eventually stalled in New Guinea.  There were three strafer groups out there: the 3rd, the 38th, and the 345th groups.  There was relatively little heavy bombardment there because most of the B-17s and the B-24s being made were earmarked for the European theater.  There were few replacements and few spare parts for the heavy bombers coming to the South Pacific.  So it ended up that the B-25s of the  22nd Bomb Group ... I mean the  B-26s of the 22nd Bomb Group were the main effort ... probably May, June, and July of ‘42, they did the bulk of what strategic bombing was being done after Rabaul and Wewak and Lae and some of the Japanese airfield targets.  Until they (the B-26s) were all shot down or crashed.  Then the B-25s and A-20s doing skip bombing and strafing became the big deterrent to the Japanese Army and actually turned them back.  Most people don’t realize how close the Allies came to losing the war in the Pacific.  The Navy had played a major role at Coral Sea and Midway and those naval actions, but once you get ... once the Japanese could get their infantry outfits on the ground, they were tough to dislodge.
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Webster:	Once the Japanese could get their infantry units on the ground and resupply them by submarine, which were virtually impossible to interdict and stop, they were tough to get out.  Early in the war, of course, the Japanese occupied all the major coastal towns that had British units in it -- the big one, of course, being ... the Japanese always had Truk, which they were granted as part of World War I reparations.  But Rabaul, they occupied that, and that was a big, very important harbor on the eastern end of New Britain.  Of course, then, they came down through Singapore, Java, Sumatra, then jumped over to the north coast of New Guinea at Hollandia and Wewak and Lae.  And almost got into Darwin, which is the north coast of Australia.  The situation was so tense there that the Allies essentially looked at the map of Australia, which is a land mass virtually as large as the United States, and they looked at Brisbane, which is probably maybe two-thirds of the way north to south ... two-thirds of the way from the southern tip of Australia which is Tasmania ... two thirds of the way up is Brisbane.  They just  drew a line on the map from Brisbane at about 28ES. Latitude due west all the way to the Indian Ocean. 

Gregory:	I’ve got a map in front of me as well.

Webster:	Well, they said, “We will evacuate all the civilians north of that Brisbane line.  All the non-essential civilians.  If the Japanese have an invasion fleet, we’ll just give them that northern part of Australia.  We don’t have the ships or the planes or the people or the logistics to support a defensive operation.  We’ll just let them land and expend their energies coming overland.  But at the Brisbane line ... we’ll give them the top third of Australia, and then we’ll try to defend from the Brisbane line on south.  Which would have been ... gosh, a tactical nightmare to try to dislodge them if they got in there.  But fortunately the Battle of the Coral Sea helped to postpone that.  Then the Japanese did put a big invasion fleet in ... major numbers of troops ... I mean, 100,000 or so, into the Buna area on the eastern coast of New Guinea in July of ‘42, and started marching west out of there.  Over the Owen Stanley Mountains, down into  Port Moresby, the objective being once they could capture Port Moresby, and neutralize the six airfields that were around Moresby and gain the harbor facilities, it would have been an easy shot for them to go into northern Queensland and Australia.  So that was their objective.  The Owen Stanley Mountains are beautiful but very rugged.  In a matter of 100 miles from ... maybe 120 miles from Buna to  Port Moresby, as the crow flies, you go from sea level up to almost 18,000 feet and then back down again.  So you’ve got only rugged trails, no roads.  You’ve got a real problem of supplying food, water, medicines, where it gets 110 in the daytime, in the shade if you can find any shade, then it’s 35 to 40 degrees at night up in the Owen Stanleys.  So it’s really tough for ground forces there.  As the Japanese came over the Owen Stanleys, they were resisted by, primarily, the Aussies, because the Americans didn’t have any big amount of troops there.  It wasn’t until the ship that I came over on in September of ‘42 had the advanced echelon of the 6th Army -- General Krueger.  That was the first big input of US Army infantry people.  Simultaneous with that, the Marines were landing at Guadalcanal.  And then eventually some of that same  Sixth Army went over and relieved the Marines after six weeks or two months on Guadalcanal.  But the Japanese relentlessly came over the Owen Stanleys, and were within about twenty miles of downtown Port Moresby.  They were so close that the 89th Squadron and the  8th Squadron, which were the two A-20 squadrons of the 3rd Group ... they were stationed at what was called Three Mile ... we named the air bases at Moresby the number of miles as the crow flies from downtown  Port Moresby.  So you had Three Mile, Four Mile, Seven Mile, Twelve Mile, Fourteen Mile and Seventeen Mile ... these were all separate bases where different Army Air Corps units were stationed.

Gregory:	So you were stationed at ...?

Webster:	We were Port Moresby at Three Mile.  Native village called Kila Kila.  You’d take off from a metal strip about maybe 4,500, 5,000 feet of PSP, which is pierced steel planking -- a metal strip.  You take off, suck up the gear, turn left, pull your manual gun chargers, and hell, inside three minutes you were in a combat zone!  So was strafing effective?  Strafing stopped the Japanese ... I don’t want to say the Army Air Corps solely stopped the Japanese because the Aussies were fighting these guys right on the ground, eyeball to eyeball.  But it was ... and I’m sure it was very demoralizing to have these planes flying over, strafing.  Whether they actually shot you or not, they did cause big trouble.  You’re dropping these 20-pound frag bombs suspended on parachutes along the trails.  They’d go off in the trees and just spew shrapnel all over the place.  But it did disrupt their supply lines.  They ran out of food; they ran out of water.  Most important, they ran out of quinine to combat the malaria.  Their advance units got into Seventeen Mile drone and killed three or four of the pilots who were there.  Pilots aren’t noted for being good ground infantry men, and everybody’s sitting their tent with their shoulder holsters, saying ... talking about home.  All of a sudden these Japanese regulars came in and blasted them.  In the mean time, some of the ground defense people around that base heard the shooting and drove them off.  This would have been, I’d say, September 8 or 9, 1942.  Would have been the critical time ... I don’t know what hour or exactly which day, but in looking at it and reconstructing it in my mind, reading a lot of history books, that would have been the high water mark of the Japanese infantry trying to capture New Guinea.  After that, their advance was stopped and they had to retreat, climb back over those god-awful mountain range again.  Aussies shooting at them, planes shooting at them.  Again, weakened tremendously by malaria.  From then on ... and up until that point ... up until I’d say about middle of October of ‘42, the Southwest Pacific was in great threat not only from the Japanese infantry units coming across New Guinea, but also the Japanese counter-attacks on Guadalcanal.  That was still a toss of a coin -- it was that close.  But once the New Guinea operation was turned around and it became fairly evident that the Japanese would not be able to mount an invasion of Australia from  Port Moresby, and the defenses around Darwin on the north central coast of Australia were strengthened ... then it was just a matter of building up the American forces to where they could start pushing the Japs back.  Which is what happened.

Gregory:	We left you in California.  You’ve taken us to New Guinea ...

Webs ter:	Well, in California I was sitting there, fat, happy, newlywed.  In August I got orders to ... well, in July they took a few of the pilots out of the 46th Group to go as replacements to New Guinea.  Then in August another seventeen of us were ordered out.  We shipped out of San Francisco on a converted cruise ship.  Didn’t go in a convoy because it could go fast enough that it didn’t even have to zig-zag.  Well, actually, they did zig-zag in the daytime, but not at night.  But it was all alone.  They had relatively little concern about Japanese submarines.  We did a quick dash to ... landed in New Zealand in late September and dropped some of this Army unit off.  Then went to Sydney, docked at Sydney.  I have to tell you a funny thing.  Of course it was the winter season down there and the wind was blowing fifty knots -- it must have been.  And here this big liner comes in ... I don’t know, I guess it was maybe 25,000 tons, something like that.  There were 6,000 people on it, so it was ... they were crammed on it.  So they come into the harbor at Sydney and, of course, the Aussies didn’t have a whole lot of tugs or things there.  They’d been at war for three years -- their manpower was down to virtually nothing.  So they sent two little old tugs to come out and help dock this big ship.  Of course, back then they didn’t have side thrusters like they do now, so the liner pulls in there, shuts down the engines, and these two tugs start trying to pull this big ship in and the hawsers that they had broke.  And here this ship is with all the power shut down, going sideways to the wind, no room to maneuver, and the back end ran aground on one promontory and the front end ran aground on another one right in the middle of the harbor, and the tide was going out.  So they took all of us ...we were called “casuals” ... they took all of us down to about E Deck, which was maybe twenty feet above the water line.  In the meantime the liner captain blows this distress signal and all these little boats not much bigger than rowboats would come by and they’d try to hover underneath the door down on E Deck and we’d jump out as they were trying to lighten the load as quickly as they could.  So here all of our bags, parachute bags, and everything were up on the deck and they were throwing them out, off of the top deck.  We were bailing out of E Deck down on the bottom.  It took a lot time for you to collect your baggage, if you ever did.

Gregory:	I’m picturing something really chaotic.  Was it orderly or was it kind of ...?

Webster:	Oh, hell.  It was ...

Gregory:	Chinese fire drill?

Webster:	And how.  That’s a wonderful expression.  First of all they said, “Well, maybe we can rock the ship off.”  So we probably must have had 1,000 people up on the top deck.  It was the  USS Manhattan -- I just remembered the name of it.  The captain would yell, “Starboard side, ho!” and everybody would run over to the starboard side [laughter].  The ship would maybe list over two or three degrees.  Then he’d say, “Port side, ho!” and we’d all run over to the other side.  Well, of course all it was doing was just rocking back and forth and digging it deeper into these rocks.  At that point they gave the bail out signal.  Eventually they were able to lighten up the ship enough so that it didn’t break apart in the outgoing tide.  I’m sure it sprung a bunch of plates and everything, but I guess they had sufficient pumps so they could pump it out.  Anyway, it was a rather chaotic welcome to Australia.
	We stayed maybe a day or two to try to find your baggage.  That was pretty clever ... here we were in California, in the desert, and we got orders to show up at the port of embarkation at San Francisco.  “Be sure and bring your winter flying gear.”  Heavy sheepskin boots, top sheepskin pants, and your own parachute.  So you ended up with a  B-4 bag with your personal gear and then this 50-pound bag with your parachute and winter flying gear.  It was very clever.  It would have confused the hell out of the Japanese or the German secret service, because we had to be going for Alaska.  So here we end up in the jungle with all this winter flying gear. [laughs] Very clever.  
	So we take the train up the east coast of Australia, through Brisbane up to Townsville.  Get up to Townsville and then go inland (west) about ninety miles to Charters Towers, an old worn-out gold mining town, to where the 3rd Group’s home base was.  Their operational base was  Port Moresby, but again, because of the hazardous situation of the Japanese perhaps capturing Port Moresby area, their engine overhaul and major repair facilities were down in northern Australia.  You’d ferry the planes and usually carry bombs and ammunition, fly it up to Port Moresby and off-load it, then you’d fly four or five missions.  The plane would get where it just had enough time before inspection to get back to Charters Towers in northern Queensland.  Then they’d fly it back and they’d maintain it.  These were already tired old A-20As that flew in the maneuvers in 1938 and 1939.  They’d been patched and had patches on top of patches.  They weren’t exactly bailing wire and chewing gum, because these were metal planes, but they had all kinds of patches in them.  
 	A note on the strafing -- the ground support system -- the  B-25s and the A-20s ... the B-25s had four forward-firing 30 caliber machine guns originally, in blisters on either side of the plexiglass -- as did the A-20.  Then they got into combat and found that that wasn’t enough fire power for this new strafing mission.  So they took out the plexiglass bombardier’s compartment and put four 50 caliber machine guns to go along with four 50s in the side blisters.  So you had eight forward-firing guns on both the B-25 and the A-20s.  Of course, in doing this, the weight and balance of the plane got all screwed up with all this new weight in the nose.  So to offset it, they’d put a whole bunch of sandbags in the back end.  So you were flying an old plane that far exceed the original weight limitations, but you had to do it because that was all you had.  

Gregory:	Did that make it challenging to keep your stability?

Webster:	Oh, yeah.  Well, not so much if you had full power, but if you lost an engine, boy, you really had to ... that sucker would just barely stay in the air.  
	So I got to northern Australia in October of ‘42.  As I said, the Japanese invasion of New Guinea had been turned back and Australia appeared safe.  Not that it wasn’t still critical, but it wasn’t “Watch out, the Japanese are gonna invade the outer perimeter of the squadron tent area tomorrow,” you know.  We all had sub-machine guns and had our own shoulder holsters.

Gregory:	What were you living in?

Webster:	Tents.  Usually four guys to a tent.  This is in northern Australia.  When we got up to New Guinea, it depended on where you were.  If you were at  Port Moresby, which was fairly comfortable ... not a humid climate ... so you could just live in a tent on the ground.  When you got over across the other side of the Owen Stanleys at a place called  Dobodura that we went over to in February of ‘43, it was so swampy that you lived in what amounted to tree houses off the ground because the bugs, the insects, and the rats and everything were so bad on the ground.  You tried to build a platform out of palm logs, maybe six or eight feet off the ground.  Then you’d put up a regular GI khaki tent.  Build a frame and hung the tent above the palm log floor that was again six to eight feet above the ground.  Each tent had its own slit trench underneath the tent where during our alerts, you’d hit the slit trench.

Gregory:	 Slit trench?

Webster:	Yeah.  This was usually a kind of an L-angled trench, maybe two feet wide and maybe four feet deep, but it would protect you from aerial blasts ... they were never deep enough to stand up in, but you’d dive into these things and hopefully they’d protect you from shrapnel. 

Gregory:	And how common was it for you to be in a slit trench?

Webster:	Oh, there for a while, why almost every night.  This was part of the harassment we did to them and they did to us.  You’d send a single plane over at 20,000 feet, chugging along, so they’d have to ... didn’t have radar at the time ... the air raid systems were audio ... visual in the daytime, but at night it was just audio.  The field artillery had these great big ... looked like horns that would aim up and they’d hear something up in the sky and they’d try to figure what angle ... where they were coming from, how high they were.  Then depending upon where you were located, they’d sound the siren for an air alert and you were supposed to hit the slit trench ‘cause you didn’t know but what it might be a bonafide raid.  We had a couple of raids there.  One of them in April of ‘43 when a string of Jap bombs went right through the Group area and ended up setting a nearby Australian petrol dump on fire -- burned 50,000 gallons of aviation fuel.  Pretty spectacular.  And that’ll get your attention.

Gregory:	Who would have built that platform?  Did you do that ...

Webster:	Everybody did their own.  The Air Corps prided themselves in the fact that they had just enough military tradition and discipline to get the job done but you didn’t really strain yourself to have people salute you and that kind of stuff.  If your crew chief ... if you and he got along, why he’d ... maybe on a day that you weren’t standing alert or the plane wasn’t able to fly, why you might go over and help him build his tent floor or he might come over to the officers’ area, which maybe was fifty or 100 yards away from the enlisted tent area, and help you build yours.  You built a lot more camaraderie by relaxing the military discipline -- the normal standards of military discipline.  So you eventually built your own tree house with help of your compadres.  We did have about ... in each squadron we probably had five or six native fuzzy-wuzzies around and they did your laundry and ...

Gregory:	Cooking?

Webster:	No, we ate out of the mess hall.  But they dug the slit trenches -- both your bomb slit trenches and your latrine slit trenches.  Of course, you had a straddle trench to pee and dump in.  After a couple of weeks, that latrine got pretty ripe so they’d fill that in and you’d move over fifty yards and dig another one.  Sanitation was always a problem, as well as water.  You always had these  Lister bags.  I don’t know where the name “Lister” comes ... maybe it was Dr. Listerine -- the same guy that invented that.  You had these canvas bags that were hung on tripod frames throughout the camp area.  Instead of a drinking fountain, you’d have a Lister bag which contained whatever local water they brought in.  They put in these bags and heavily dosed it with iodine tablets to hopefully kill most of the bad bacteria in there.  The sanitation both of the water and the sewage was always a major problem.  Each squadron had its own flight surgeon and he usually had two or three medical technicians.  The Doc had a dispensary that he could handle daily sick call.  The major problems was malaria, which almost everybody sooner or later contracted, and you either ... you hopefully took  Atabrine, which was a synthetic that was developed then to control your fever.  It didn’t stop the mosquitoes from biting you, but it stopped you from ... minimized the effects of malaria.  So the whites of everybody’s eyes got kind of yellow after a while.  If you didn’t have reasonably nutritious diet ... nobody had good food, but if you had no vitamins at all and very few calories, pretty soon you just got kind of yellow all over from that Atabrine.  Then you also possible had dengue fever, which is similar to malaria.  Lastly, everybody had some form of skin fungus, particularly once you got over on the east side of the Owen Stanley range, because it was so much more humid over there.  Practically everybody had their own bottle on gentian violet, which was the pretty standard thing.  You’d just swab down all these little water blisters and fungus that you painted and just keep on going.  It was pretty primitive, but the fact that everybody experienced this trouble, you didn’t have time really to feel sorry for yourself.  You just gutted it out.

Gregory:	You were f lying how often?

Webster:	Not as often as we might have liked, or maybe for some people too frequently.  In late ‘42 and early ‘43 there was a shortage of aviation fuel and a shortage of bombs, a shortage of machine gun bullets, and a shortage of racks -- bomb racks -- with which to attach the bombs to ... that fit on the inside of the Bomb bay of the plane.  So you usually flew ... maybe you flew once or twice a week on a training mission and maybe depending upon weather.  If you were on standby or your name was called up, you were down at the flight line tomorrow.  They may call for a mission tomorrow or they may not call for a mission tomorrow.  You didn’t know which.  But once you stood your day on the line, then you probably had two or three days before your name came up again.  If it was a major effort, balls out mission, where every plane that could fly was gonna be fully manned, why then you might have ten or twelve pilots in an A-20 outfit ... because chances are you only had nine or ten planes at most in flying condition.  A B-25 outfit, because you had two pilots and a navigator, why you might have thirty, thirty-five officers sitting in the ready tent, maybe twenty, twenty-five gunners in the armament tent, waiting for the call.  Sometimes, particularly in B-25s, they would   lay out a mission the night before and say, “Okay, here’s the target for tomorrow.”  It was usually airfields and/or shipping.  The strafing and skip bombing by land-based planes against Japanese naval vessels had never been undertaken by the Army Air Corps until the  Bismarck Sea Battle, which was March 2,3,4 of 1943.  The 3rd Attack, the 38th, 345th, and the only B-17 group in the theater -- maybe ten B-17s -- and some Australian Beaufighters were ordered to thwart an invasion force of ... I think there was something like twenty-two Japanese transports and destroyers and small cruisers in what was called the Battle of the Bismarck Sea.  That was the first time that the Army Air Corps land-based planes had actually launched with the specific purpose of stopping ... at minimum altitude, stopping a naval force.

Gregory:	Were you part of that action?

Webster:	Yeah.  A combined force of about thirty B-25s and A-20s plus eight Aussie Beaufighters sank all but I think two or three of the twenty-two ships, maybe killed 25,000 - 30,000 infantry that were on those transports.  I was on the afternoon clean-up mission where the turning around of the Japanese forces at  Port Moresby and forcing them back over the Owen Stanley was a major morale booster, the Bismarck Sea Battle finalized ... took the heat off of -- once and for all -- the possibility of a landing in northern Australia.  The Australians just went bonkers after the Battle of the Bismarck Sea because they knew that they would not -- could not -- be invaded because that was the last ... you know, that was such an expenditure ... there were no Japanese battleships or carriers involve d in that air/sea battle, but it did show that naval forces could be turned back with land based attack aviation.  So it was a pretty major event, certainly at that time.  The numbers that I’m telling you about don’t compare anything in the size of the units and the number of planes of the major bombing events in either North Africa or later in the European Theater.  But on a relative basis, it was a real big effort for what they had had in New Guinea.  The  8th Squadron that I joined in early October of ‘42 ... the 8th Squadron had been flying A-24s, which was the dive bomber --  Douglas Dauntless. It was a Douglas plane.   Good plane for cross-country, but it wasn’t worth a darn in combat unless you had close fighter support.  The Navy used them off their carriers because they could launch the fighter aircraft to accompany these dive bombers to whatever target -- shipping target they were going after.  But the Army had only one squadron of A-24s, the 8th Squadron, and the fighter escorts that were supposed to be assigned to them, about half the time they never showed up, either through bad weather or bad navigation or poor planning.  The 8th Squadron, which I joined ... and that’s a way to become one of the flight leaders in a hurry ... they lost five out of seven on July 27th and they lost six out of seven that they launched on July 29th.  So they lost eleven out of fourteen pilots in two missions.  The few remaining A-24s never flew combat after that.
	It definitely wasn’t all fun and games. You had lots of losses.  You not only had the combat loses, but you had a lot of non-combat loses, either because of the age of the aircraft or the working conditions under which the crew had to maintain it.  I remember one time on my B-25 ... they rigged the tail elevator backwards.  So I took off after an engine change ... no, it was on a bombing mission, ‘cause I know I had bombs in the Bomb bay.  So I’m going down the runway trying to take off, pulled back on the yoke and the damn nose goes forward.  Well, at that point you might say, “Wait a minute.  Is this thing hooked up backwards?  Should I push forward if I want it to go up?”  I said, “Hell, no.”  So I chopped the throttles and sucked up the gear and went off the end of the runway.  Wiped out the plane but the bombs didn’t go off, thank goodness.  But this was kind of symptomatic of some of the things that can happen.  I guess that we probably had as many non-combat casualties among the air crew as we had combat casualties.  Flying old planes under bad conditions.  Lot of hostile weather.  We lost a number of planes in the weather, crossing the Coral Sea there. It’s about 650 miles from northern Australia up to New Guinea.  The ocean swallowed them up and you never heard of them. 
	The  8th Squadron’s A-20s that were shuttled between the  8th Squadron and the  89th Squadron, for six months they were all transferred to the 89th in April ‘43 and the 8th Squadron started getting some new B-25s and new crews who were ferrying them in from the States.  They had put in long-range ferry tanks in the bomb bays and they could fly across the Pacific from the States.  They started showing up in May, late May of ‘43.  So the 8th Squadron now became a B-25 strafer outfit in late May of ‘43.

Gregory:	You’d been flying the A-20.  How large was your crew?

Webster:	Just you and the tail gunner.  The  A-20 models that we had didn’t have turrets.  The gunner was in a ... kind of a ... lee side of a shelter and he had a twin 30 caliber mount on a ring that he manually swung around.  It wasn’t electric or hydraulic or anything.  In the minimum altitude work, most of the time you really don’t need a tail gunner because you’re so low that no fighter was gonna come after you anyway.  But we did have gunners with us.  A lot of times they were more valuable as an observer.  We also ... both B-25 and A-20s had rear-aiming cameras that were set with mirrors and the cameras working on an intervalometer set at maybe every two or three s econds so that you could evaluate the results of your skip bombing.  Of course you couldn’t see it when you dropped it because it was underneath you and then behind you.  So you used these rear view mirrors, so to speak, attached to your cameras to evaluate your results.  So your rear gunner usually was activating the camera and was helpful as an observer.

Gregory:	I was reading about skip bombing last night, and you’ve made several references to that.  Would you give me a quick lesson in skip bombing?

Webster:	Okay.  The major problem with low-level bombing is running into your own bomb or having the effect of the blast of your bomb ... you’re going along at 225 [mph] in an  A-20 and maybe 235-240 [mph] in a B-25.  You’re going what we call METO power, Maximum Except Takeoff.  You’ve got the throttles all the way forward except where your takeoff power is.   So you’re chugging along just as fast as you can.  If you drop the free fall bomb, and you fly right over the deck of a ship, and the bomb is gonna be going as fast as you are, it doesn’t slow down, essentially.  It’s still underneath you when you fly over.  So if this was a contact bomb, and it hits the ship and goes off instantly, it would end up blowing you up.  So there’s two techniques you can use.  You can put a delay fuse in both the nose and the tail.  You usually use two fuses -- a nose fuse and a tail fuse.  And you usually had maybe a four- to five-second delay fuse in the nose and a ten-second delay in the tail.  The idea is that you fly this projectile into the side of a ship.  You know, there’s a lot of things going on.  You’re going fast as hell, these guys are shooting at you and you’re shooting at them.  So you don’t try to drop the bomb on the ship, you drop it hoping to hit maybe fifty feet short of a ship, where it hits the water, skips into the side of the ship, the nose fuse is activated, the bomb sinks down below the waterline in this four- to five-second of the nose fuse ... sinks down and then explodes underneath the waterline and after you’ve already gone maybe another 300 or 400 feet in that four- to five-second delay.  So you’re out of the way of the bomb blast.  So two things: you’re out of the way of the bomb blast and the bomb has hit the side of the target, it’s gone down below the waterline, and detonates below the waterline, which is more dangerous to a ship than hitting on the deck, so to speak. If you were that skillful -- it does more harm to have it go off below the waterline than it does on the deck.  Then the tail fuse ... a lot of times the nose fuse might get broken off or the little propellers on the nose fuse may not have run long enough to activate the fuse.  So your tail fuse is kind of a safety factor that’s gonna make sure that if the nose fuse doesn’t work, the tail fuse will and the bomb will still go off someplace below the waterline.
	That’s one way to get out of your own blast.  The other way is to use parachutes ... drop what are called “parafrags.”  Fragmentation bombs are anti-personnel and anti-revetment.  These are used for attacking airfields.  You use these parafrag bombs ... they come in clusters.  I’ve forgotten the exact number, but one plane can maybe drop about thirty-five or forty of these 20-pound parafrags.  You drop it when the plane’s forty or fifty feet in the air.  The bombs release, they drop down, the parachute opens, floats down, and detonates.  Sometimes they had daisy cutter extender fuses, which were maybe two feet long, set off to go instantaneously so when the bomb was within two feet of the ground, the extended nose fuse would hit and the shrapnel would have a much greater area of coverage than it would if it contacted when it hit the ground.  So it’s going off two feet in the air instead of on the ground.  But the daisy cutter parafrags were extremely effective in neutralizing airfields and known infantry positions.  You could also area-bomb a jungle trail and you were gonna get something.  You may not even see what you hit, but you’d sure create hell -- a lot of smoke and flying shrapnel around there.  So that essentially is what your skip bombing function is.  The defense is that you’re ... first of all, obviously, it’s surprise.  You’re coming in, usually, below mast level on shipping or treetop on airdromes.
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Webster:	One of the big anti-aircraft differences, I’d say, between the European Theater and the Pacific Theater was that the Germans had ... as did the American forces ... had on their excellent radar controlled guns, and on most of their anti-aircraft guns short of the 30 and 50 caliber, they had radio-proximity fuses.  That means that this three-inch German shell coming at you didn’t have to hit the plane to go off.  It was sending out radio signals and when the signal bounced back, it went off.  Fortunately for us, the Japanese did not have that.  So our naval forces, particularly anti-aircraft, shipborne anti-aircraft, was very much more effective against the Japanese kamikazes and the Japanese level bombers than the Japanese guns had against our similar aircraft minimum altitude attacks.  So that was kind of comforting to know.  It still scared hell out of you, but the Japanese technology wasn’t as deadly as the Germans’ was. 

Gregory:	Did your  A-20 have a name?  

Webster:	Well, when we had A-20s, because of this shortage of aircraft and rotating the planes back and forth ... really, you didn’t fly the same aircraft all the time.  You didn’t have “my” plane.  When I was in operational training in the States, I had my own A-20 and I had a logo on it, “Billy the Kid.”  I was the youngest pilot in the squadron, so I was Billy the Kid.  But once we got to New Guinea, you didn’t fly the same plane all the time, and unfortunately, you didn’t fly with the same crew member all the time.

Gregory:	What was that like?

Webster:	Oh, it was all right.  It would have been far more critical in a high altitude B-17 or a B-24, cause they were up at altitude and were flying close defensive formation and you had to know exactly who was each gunner and each gunner’s capability.  But again, in minimum altitude skip bombing, the gunners were kind of a luxury.  They went along.  When asked, they would do what they were asked to do, but in my opinion it didn’t have the critical team member aspect that it did in the European Theater.

Gregory:	What about the 25s, though?

Webster:	25s were essentially the same thing.  The gunners were ... again, they went along because they were told to go along.  They were there if they were needed.  If you got into a fight at minimum altitude with the Japanese, and we did several times, you’re best defense was turn the nose of your B-25 -- with eight 50s in the nose -- turn toward them and cut loose and hell, they’d be foolish to press a frontal attack with all that firepower facing them.  I’ve been on 600-mile missions or 600 miles out and 600 miles home where I never got over 100 feet off the water.  So you didn’t really have to become over exercised about the Japanese fighters because fighter aircraft ... at that altitude, if he were to chase you, he’d run out of fuel in thirty minutes.
	I’m telling you far more, in far more detail than you want to know.

Gregory:	You’re doing fine. You’re doing fine.  We had discussed your time in New Guinea.  You were transferred to 25s, you said?

Webster:	Well, I was shot down December 7 of 1942 over Buna in an  A-20.  Limped back and crashed in a temporary field.

Gregory:	Tell us about that. You were on a mission ...

Webster:	Was on a mission.  Using the A-20 as a dive bomber, which it wasn’t designed to do.  But once again, you did what you the mission called for with the available equipment you had.  So here we were in these A-20s trying to put your landing flaps down and dive on these gun emplacements.   I was the fourth guy ... there were two, two-ship sections and I was the fourth guy over.  By the time I came along their surprise was over and they were ready to go.  So I caught a three-inch shell right in the nose of the plane.  Fortunately the shell didn’t explode; it just came in the bottom and came out the top and took all the hydraulic lines out and a lot of the instruments.  Both engines continued to work, so I was able to limp back.  I didn’t have any hydraulic system, so I couldn’t drop the gear.  I crash landed -- didn’t do a particularly good job.  Back then we didn’t have shoulder-restraining harnesses -- you just had the lap belt.  So when you hit going at 120 [mph] or 110 [mph] or whatever, the upper part of your body just kept going.  My face ... of course, we didn’t have hard helmets then -- we just had cloth helmets.  My face hit the yoke on the plane and knocked my front teeth out and cut my head up a little bit.  So I was what’s called DNIF -- Duty Not Involving Flying -- for a couple of months.  But then in February of ‘43,  I got back on flying.  Then flew ten or fifteen missions with the 89th Squadron in the A-20s.  Then we got the B-25s.  On about my third or fourth mission in the B-25, on July 9th of ‘43, I was on a weather reconnaissance flight off the northeast coast of New Guinea and I got totally surprised by seven Zeros and shot down in flames.

Gregory:	That’s why you said you remembered the movie.

Webster:	Yeah.  First thing I knew, all of a sudden it felt like ... well, we were assigned to fly this particular track and at certain times you turned and you covered this part of the Huan Gulf, which was part of the northern extension of the Coral Sea.  You were on the lookout ... first of all, you were reporting the weather back to your home base, which in turn was relayed to Bomber Command so they could figure out whether they could send strafers or the high altitude guys out.

Gregory:	Where are you stationed at this point?

Webster:	I was at Dobodura, on the eastern side of the Owen Stanleys.  Essentially the same route had been flown all week by other squadrons in the group, and nobody’d ever even seen a plane much less a ship.  So the  8th Squadron was assigned this mission the next day and I was the squadron operations officer, so I said to myself, “Oh, boy, this is a milk run.  Nobody ever gets in trouble on this one.  I’m gonna take this one myself.” [chuckles] Bad time to get greedy, cause that milk run turned sour in a hurry.  All of a sudden this cockpit was filled with smoke and there were little pieces of metal flying around.  It felt like somebody was hammering on the plane with a sledge hammer.  What apparently happened -- and I say apparently because I never really totally pieced it together -- apparently the turret gunner, whose responsibility was to protect your ass, had stepped out of the turret -- gotten out of the turret probably to have a cigarette or something or other ... maybe he wanted to take a pee or something.  But anyway, he’d gotten out of the turret and at the very same time these seven Nips attacked.  We were fairly near, maybe thirty miles, from a Japanese airfield.  We were out over the water, relatively low, in mixed clouds, some showers.  Pure, sheer bad luck on my part and good luck on theirs that they were letting down to come through a hole to get to their airport and there we were, right in front of them.  We never did see them.  All of a sudden ... there were seven of them ... and after the turret was knocked out, they were virtually flying formation, really, literally.  They were so close I could see the pilots, you know, see their heads in the cockpit.  They were maybe, at most, fifty yards ... maybe 100 yards at the most, maybe fifty yards.  My right engine started really vibrating badly, so I feathered it and shut the fuel off and tried to put out the fire, descending lower and lower and trying to turn into them, but they stayed behind me and the turret was knocked out and the turret gunner was apparently either killed or injured.  The plane was flying along, maybe, at 155, 160 [mph] on one engine.

[recording is interrupted; some discussion regarding the interruption]

Webster:	Okay.  So here I am, on fire, seven planes ...

Gregory:	Chasing you.

Webster:	Chasing me.  And they didn’t have to work hard, because by this time, on one engine ... and the damn fire melts the up lock on the gear and the right gear flops out.  With the right gear down, the right prop feathered, trying to go along on the left engine -- and a B-25 just doesn’t fly very well.  So we started down in a steep spiral -- right-descending spiral -- and by this time they’d stopped firing at us because hell! – we were burning and going in.  At the very last minute ... well, at the next-to-last minute, I ... well, I told the co-pilot after the first pass and after we feathered the engine, I said, “Nobby, we’re gonna get out of this!  We’re gonna ...”  He says, “Like hell we are!”  And with that, plump!  Out dropped the gear.  I was turning over in my mind ... these things happen so fast ... not that I was brave, but I didn’t have time to be afraid at that moment.  But I really thought ... “I wonder what Tyrone Power would do?  I remember he was in fighters, but I don’t remember that he had this problem.  Maybe he was in Lockheed Hudsons or something ...”  But anyway, I pulled the upper escape hatch, which is a little hatch maybe about two feet square on the top of the pilot’s compartment ... it’s an emergency exit only.  I undid my seatbelt and shrugged off my shoulder harness and my leg straps, undid my parachute harness.  We’re spiraling down in a fast-descending right turn.  I rang the alarm bell ... the co-pilot was giving “MAYDAY” on the radio just for whatever good that might do.  About fifty feet or maybe or 100 feet off the water, I gave full left rudder, full left aileron, pulled back on the yoke, and the plane ... mind you, it was going in almost in a vertical ... not vertical down, but vertical wing-wise.  And the damn thing just leveled out just .... and the right wing blew off.  And we were maybe ten feet off the water.   I was ejected right out through that escape hatch.  Centrifugal force just shot me out that thing like a cannon.  I didn’t hit it exactly right -- I just peeled my uniform off my right side as my shoulder and hip hit that exit hatch.  I was turning over in mid-air, tasting blood ... tasting salt water, and saying to myself, “Gee, I was a great swimmer at Indian Lake in fresh water, but I don’t like swimming in salt water.  But I guess I’ll do it.”  So by the time I hit ... well, while these 30 caliber machine gun bullets were bouncing around the cockpit, one of them apparently went through the  Mae West that I had -- went through the neck part of the Mae West, because as soon as I hit the water ... I went underwater ... and pulled the cords on the life jacket, the CO2 bottles -- the carbon dioxide bottles in the Mae West -- went pssssst, meaning they’d activated.  But the air didn’t hold because I had two bullet holes in the top of the Mae West.  By the time I got surfaced, the plane had sunk -- it didn’t stay afloat.  All of a sudden the co-pilot ... he still had his seatbelt on when we hit but he was able to ... after the plane got in the water and was going down, he was able to get out.  One of the gunners got out.  We also had a weather observer along ... actually he was the squadron ... no, he was the group weather officer.  He was a ground officer; he’d never been in a plane before.  He was getting ready to rotate home and he wanted to fly on one combat mission.  So when the group operations officer said, “Can Captain Murphy go along with you, Captain Webster, so he can say he’s been on a combat mission?”  “Sure.  Nothing ever happens on these things.”  So here was poor old Murphy -- somehow or other he got out of the plane.  So four of the five of us got out.  The turret gunner never did get out.  Whether he was mortally wounded in the attack or whether he got trapped in the debris in the back end of the plane, I don’t know.  The only things floating were the right wheel that had been extended -- it sheered off when we hit, and it floated by, and an oxygen bottle.  And four of us are there.  Their Mae Wests all worked; mine didn’t.  We didn’t know where we were. 

Gregory:	No land in sight?

Webster:	No land in sight.  The whole action probably didn’t take three minutes, but it seemed like forever.  I didn’t have time to look at my compass heading -- which way am I going, which way is land?  You know, you’re so busy trying to dodge these guys flying formation with you and trying to figure out where you’re going.  Then once we started down in this death spiral, why you didn’t have the foggiest idea which direction we were ... the fact that it was overcast -- couldn’t see the sun directly, so I didn’t know where east was.  It was 8:17 in the morning, so normally I could have figured out where east was and knew that I wanted to go west.  Wherever land was, it was west of where I was.  But I couldn’t even tell that because of the cloud conditions.  So here the four of us were, just kind of treading water out there.  And because my Mae West wouldn’t work ... I did do a Boy Scout maneuver called a surface dive.  So I dove down underwater ... first of all I kicked off ... undid my shoes ... ducked down underwater, untied my shoes -- boots.  Then I dove down underwater and then kind of gave a big kick and big strokes and maybe I popped up ... may be my head was maybe three feet out of water.  That was as high as I could get.  But it did permit me ... and it probably was in a rise ... maybe the sea conditions had maybe four or five foot swells.  But I was very lucky in that I caught the top of a swell and I was able to get my head up two or three feet out of the water.  And by God, there was a little bit of ... little spike of land sitting there.  I said, “Well, come on, fellows.  Follow me.  I at least see something.”  So we started dog paddling.  And this is in an area where the sharks grow to twenty feet long and looking for blood ...  Everybody was cut and bleeding somewhat.  There was also a lot of burning oil and gasoline on the water.  That burned out in a matter of a couple of minutes.  We started swimming and dog paddling and I again used some Boy Scout technique ... swimming merit badge stuff called “tired swimmer’s grip.”  This is where you get a non-swimmer or a tired swimmer and you have several techniques that you can use ... one guy can aid the other guy even though the other guy can’t swim or isn’t able to swim.  So I was able to tow Murphy for an hour and a half or so.  I’m swimming sidestroke, pulling this other guy -- this non-rated officer who wanted to go along for just one ride.  It was the ride of his life!  We finally got up on this little tiny bit of volcanic rock. It couldn’t have been ... well, I really didn’t know how big it was, because this little strip of sand that we got on couldn’t have been -- thirty or forty feet long at the most and kind of on the inside of a comma.  We could see the rocks on either side and we were on a little bit of sand with lots of rocks and some native vegetation -- trees and vines and stuff like that -- were up behind us.  Climbed up on this volcanic dot.  We didn’t know how big it was or whether the Japanese were on it.  We were behind the Japanese lines, it turned out.  We were alive, which was better than being in the water.  But things didn’t look too damn good at that point.  So we were there for better or for worse.  In a short while your side arms -- your .45 in your shoulder holster is totally inoperative because the salt water corrodes it.  I’d made my own emergency kit out of a web belt.  So instead of pouches where you’d normally put an ammunition clip, I’d had some aluminum foil that I wrapped some chocolate dextrose bars and some iodine water-treatment pills and some fish hooks, some Australian florins, which is a two-shilling piece about the size of a half dollar with the queen’s picture on it.  I had eight or ten of those, and just stuff that you put in there and say, “Well, some day I might be able to use this, but I never will.”  Well, I did.  
	So we were there that night.  Murphy in the meantime, it turned out, had swallowed an awful lot of salt water and probably punctured a lung; he was coughing blood all the time.  The other three of us had minor cuts and scrapes and bruises and aches and pains.  We heard unidentified planes fly over, but we knew the Japanese were obviously in the area because we were near one of their bases.  So I didn’t try to use these waterproof matches that I had.  The next day about noon ... fortunately the cloud cover had broken and the sun came out.  We were warm.  That was one of the funny things, that even though it was July, it was their winter.  A combination of a whole lot of things -- the emotional impact of this close escape with death and the fact you’re wet and you don’t have food and ... God!  We were cold!  It seemed kind of funny to be fifty miles from the Equator and here you’re freezing to death -- in July.  But we’re sitting, looking at each other.  We’d done about all the talking we could do. All of a sudden we hear voices.  Oh, boy.  What’s up now.  And around the corner comes this native lakato, an outrigger canoe and an almost white guy sitting on it with three native paddlers.  I fully expected it to be one of these booted Japanese infantry officers carrying his traditional sword and saying, “Nice swim, fellas.  I go to UCRA.” [chuckles]  But it turned out to be an Australian coast watcher named Sergeant Pomeroy.  Sergeant Pomeroy’s assignment was to sit on the edge of the Japanese airbase at Salamaua and report the airplanes and any surface ships that came by there.  He’d seen us ... he’d seen the B-25 in flames, chased by these planes, hit, blow up.  He’d worried about it all night; suddenly figured, “Hell, maybe somebody did survive and there’s this little bit of rock out there.”  So he puts burnt cork or betel nut juice on his body so he looks almost as dark as his native paddlers and as far as any potential Japanese who might have seen them, they’d think they were just some natives out for a fish.  So he paddles out to our island.  Maybe it was only two miles from the mainland.  But we never saw the mainland; I didn’t know where the hell the mainland was, cause here we were stuck inside this little cove facing east and this volcanic island, for all intents and purpose, had vertical, sheer cliffs.  There was no way to get around to the west side except to swim around, and I wasn’t gonna get out there with those big fish.  But here comes Sergeant Pomeroy.  Boy, I’m telling you.  This was something.  Anyway, he waited a couple hours and then ... by leaving two of his paddlers -- two of his native boys there on the island -- he was able to, barely, take the four of us on the platform of this little outrigger canoe.  We started toward the mainland, and he had a little walkie-talkie radio. He radioed an Army engineer ... small landing craft ....  The Army, just a week before, had landed their troops in the first of MacArthur’s leapfrogging activity.  It turned out that we were within ten miles of where the infantry was fighting, and that there was a hospital -- a casualty collection center -- there.  So Pomeroy radios this engineer outfit who has some boats and they came out and picked us up and took us to the shore where this infantry hospital was.  I’m sure we were a bedraggled-looking bunch.  We got two GIs to carry a stretcher with Murphy on it. I walked off the boat with only half a uniform.  In the meantime I’d taken my front bridge out, so I had no front teeth, kind of covered with oil and a little blood, no shoes.  I was the captain in charge.  I’m sure the infantry looked at us and said, “My god, how can this guy be so young and be a captain and look so damn beat up ... he looks even worse than we do.”  

Gregory:	Happy to be alive.

Webster:	Happy to be alive, yeah.   So they got ready to put us on a hospital ship.  I didn’t have any shoes and I  was limping badly because the coral had really cut my feet up.  So this medic says, “If I get you some shoes, do you think you can wear them?”  I said, “Yeah, sure.”  He said, “What size do you wear?”  I said, “11-C.”  He yells over to another guy standing there by a whole pile of what turned out to be body bags.  I didn’t know what they were -- just a whole lot of things covered with canvas.  He says, “You got any 11-Cs over there, Joe?”  This guy was the Graves Registration Officer.  He pulls this canvas back and looks up and down and says, “Yeah, there’s about the right size.”  He takes the shoes off this corpse and they say, “Here’s your shoes, Captain.”  So that was my foot gear.  New method of supply.  
	They put us on a hospital ship, went 150 miles down the coast, docked the next morning at a big field hospital.  I patched through the primitive telephone system to call the  8th Squadron, to get our flight surgeon.  They had said, “You could be released; the other guys, we gotta hold because they’re more seriously wounded than you are.  But you can be released if your flight surgeon will sign you out.”  Well, they couldn’t find the flight surgeon so the squadron commander, good, close friend of ours, social as well as military -- Jimmy Downs came over and picked me up.  Of course in the meantime we were reported missing in action, and my wife, who had just had a baby in early May had been notified that I was missing in action.  So it was kind of hairy there for her.  But within two weeks I was able to fly, back on duty, flew another thirty missions after that.

Gregory:	No kidding!

Webster:	Came home in December of ‘43.  I had a whole series of assignments as a B-25 instructor and then various assignments in the Training Command and got off active duty as a major in June of ‘46.  

Gregory:	What was it like coming home?  You said you got your missions out of the way the end of ‘43?  And you came home to your family at that point.

Webster:	I was flown home. Had malaria pretty badly but I finished out my tour and got home.  Of course with my face all busted up as long as it was, and not being able to wear my bridge, I grew a mustache.  Until you’ve lost your front teeth, you don’t realize how difficult it is to speak a normal pattern.  You end up thinking of words that don’t have Fs and Ss.  P was difficult with no front teeth.  And you also develop a bad habit of putting your hand in front of this gap in the front of your face.  So it has a tendency to kind of change your personality.  But I got my bridge back in; I was all right.  But when my mother and wife and small son greeted me at the airport, everything was fantastic.  They flew me in to Chicago.  I was one of the first combat veterans from Chicago to get back.  That was still relatively early in the war, so they used me on bond drives and everything for maybe three weeks, going around the factories in Chicago.

Gregory:	What was it like, coming back that early?  Of course, you had been wounded.  Kind of like a hero’s return?

Webster:	Well, I guess it was ... at that point I was a novelty more so, you know, to them ... yeah, you were kind of a hero, but you were at a distance.  Nobody’s gonna come up and give you big hugs and kisses, but I went around to the several Douglas plants in the Chicago area.  What’s now O’Hare was a Douglas Aviation factory at the time with a small strip.  I’d go around to places like that and give talks on buy war bonds and things like that.  I was elated just to be out of the damn thing and that relatively early in the war.  Before America started having the heavy, heavy casualties of 1944 and ‘45 that eventually the country had to endure, the average American didn’t realize the seriousness of it.  Yeah, sure, there was rationing and a lot of guys were out of town, but you know, the casualty lists weren’t that long and nobody totally knew the conditions under which people lived in the jungle or were living in the desert -- in the North African campaign.  Of course, the European Theater, the landing there wasn’t till June of ‘44, so the 1942-1943 war was something that happened someplace else to somebody else.  Oh, yeah, here’s a guy that’s been there.  “Hi, Web, glad you’re back.”  That’s about what it was.  It wasn’t that I felt so much like a hero.  At times I would ... everybody said, “Well, what’s it like?  What was it like to be nearly killed?”  And you’d say, “Well ...” and be casual about the thing.  But in reality, when I would think about it, and particularly at night ... boy, for a couple of years, man, I had some horrendous nightmares.  Worrying about what I did ... was that why Sergeant Allred died ... why he’s still in that damn plane at the bottom of the ocean someplace?  Could I have done better or was I just lucky as hell to get out the way it was?  I did have a lot of afterthoughts.  
	So let me kind of fast-forward here to get to what is the real interesting part of the Bill Webster story.  I got out in ‘46.  Stayed active in the Reserves.  I was a squadron commander for a couple of years in a MATS outfit.  That’s flying transports because I had a lot of multi-engine time.  So I did two summer tours ... not exactly summer, but I did two tours in the Berlin Airlift, which for a reservist was kind of unique.  Then I always came back to the job at the bank.  I was in the securities division at the bank.  Then the Korean War came along. I was a squadron commander and activated for two years for the Korean War, and ended up as a squadron commander.  I went through the C-97, the Boeing Strato-cruiser, the two-decker pressurized Boeing transport that later graduated into what we now have -- the 707s and the 747s and 57s and 67s and 77s.  But in 1950 and ‘51, why the Strato-cruiser was the state of the art transport that the military had.  So I went through the C-97 Aircraft Commander School and I went out to Hawaii and was a C-54 squadron commander at Hickam Field for a year and a half until my two year period ran out.  Unfortunately they only had one C-97 squadron there and they had one extremely well-qualified regular Air Force commander there.  I was a recalled reservist, so that kind of put me down ... I was kind of as welcome as a skunk at a Sunday school picnic because the Regular Air Force brass didn’t trust us Reservists.

[telephone call interrupts recording -- some discussion about an upcoming interview]

Webster:	So I got recalled for Korea, finished my two years there as squadron commander, came back to the bank.  Was in the active reserve as the Deputy Director of Operations for the Pacific Division of MATS (Military Air Transport Service).  Whenever I wanted to, I’d call out there and have them put me on active duty for fifteen days and I’d get aboard a plane either as additional pilot or co-pilot and fly around the Pacific.  So I’ve been on every rock in the Pacific several times.  I had my twenty years in and I was ready to hang it up by taking a job as a head of a big trust department in Louisville and I’ll be darned if the highest ranking Air Force guy ... by this time we were the US Air Force ... ranking guy -- brigadier general -- the commander of the Kentucky Air National Guard had been promoted to a two-star job in the Pentagon.  So they were looking for a replacement.  Well, I’d never flown jets at all; I’d been in props all my life and multi-engines.  I like lots of engines and lots of propellers.  Big crews.  So all of a sudden this job came open that had a one-star slot to it.  So I started my jet career not exactly at the bottom but as wing commander of the Kentucky Air National Guard, flying first of all B-57s, which is a fantastic aircraft.  We flew them as RB-57s, “R” the prefix standing for reconnaissance.  So rather than fly bombs, we had all kinds of cameras aboard.  Did low level photo reconnaissance.  The function of this type of a unit would be in the event of primarily a nuclear attack.  These would be the first planes that would go in to photograph and gather air samples on which, when analyzed, would determine whether it was safe to put a ground unit in there or whether it was needed to put a ground unit in there.  But again, it was photo reconnaissance supporting a tactical situation.  I got my Congressional senatorial approval in 1964 for being a brigadier general.  They sent me a nice flag -- a nice general’s flag, and also news that we were converting to FRF-101s, which is a Voodoo twin engine jet.  Good, fast, lots of power.  So I started my 101 transition.  They said, “Boy, you’re lucky.  You’re getting in just at the time where we’re gonna give you the new model that has mid-air refueling capability.”  I said, “I don’t want to be ... I got a four-hour ass and a two-hour bladder. We’re gonna be able to take ten-hour missions and deploy to Europe or to North Africa.  It doesn’t excite me at all.”  And in the meantime our number one son had gotten his ROTC commission and his degree and he was on active duty and number two son was about to finish up his master’s degree and use up his educational deferment.  I didn’t want my wife worrying about three of us -- her three men in Vietnam.  So I hung it up in 1966 with exactly twenty-five years service, active and reserve.  The two boys both served in Vietnam and survived and got out.  Theoretically that would have normally ended the Bill Webster military history story.  
	But the unique thing I guess you’d say about my story is the epilogue. In early 1990 I got a telephone call one night from a guy in Boulder, Colorado, named Larry Hickey.  Larry is the president of his own company called International Research and Publishing.  Larry explained that he was a member of an international club of military historians whose hobby it is to research and clarify the inconsistencies of World War II combat intelligence reports.  His particular area of interest, because his father had served there, was the South Pacific in general and New Guinea in particular.  He had been to a reunion of one of the other B-25 groups in the New Guinea area and heard that there was some guy named Webster that was a survivor of the 8th Attack Squadron and they’re not that many of us around.  Of the seventeen guys that I went overseas with, seven of us got back.  So Hickey asked did I have any records?  Did I have a flight log of my rather unspectacular sequence of crashes, near crashes, and assorted mishaps that I had?  I said, “Sure, I’ve got a fairly detailed one.  But why do you think anybody gives a damn about what happened forty-seven years ago?”  Hickey explains that he had a counterpart in Japan, a Japanese dentist who spoke good English.  That this Japanese guy had access to the detailed combat records of the 24th Sentai, which was a well-decorated composite Army group of three squadrons that were based at Wewak, that had forward bases along the coast of New Guinea, who had opposed the 3rd Group in aerial combat.  Wouldn’t it be interesting to try to match combat reports?
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Webster:	It sounded like a kind of challenge to me.  So I told Hickey, I said, “Okay, here it is, 1990.  You find out what the 24th Sentai, the Japanese outfit, what their records said and what the US Air Force historical section -- which is at Maxwell Field -- what their records say happened on 9 July 1943 at 8:17 in the morning, twenty miles south of Sauamaua, the Japanese air base.  So I gave him the time, date, and place and I said, “You put it together.”  I assumed that it would be at least six months before the guy would get back to me, if he got back at all.  That was on a Monday night.  The following Saturday morning, four and a half days later, Hickey called and said that his research team had come up with a perfect match of the Japanese and the US records.  Captain William Webster, flying an  8th Squadron B-25 had been shot down at the date, time, and place indicated by a flight of seven Oscar-type fighters led by Warrant Officer Katsuaki Kira.  His friend in Japan had further researched it, found out that Warrant Officer Kira had survived World War II, he was the second leading Japanese ace, he was now living on Kyushu Island, and would you like to meet him?  You talk about a needle in a haystack, that was really it.  So I told him that we had already been planning to go to Japan the following October for the wedding of a daughter of a Japanese couple that we’d known Michio and Ikuko Kishi ... befriended and helped through school in the United States twenty years earlier.  No, thirty years earlier.  Perhaps Mr. Kira would like to come to Tokyo for a reunion, so to speak.  So with this Dr. Izawa’s help in Tokyo we made contact with Kira’s daughter who was a JAL -- a Japanese Airline stewardess.  She kind of acted as my go-between with her father.  With the promise that there’d be no live TV publicity as to the meeting, he agreed to come to Tokyo -- about 700 miles -- with her if the expenses were paid by my Japanese banker friend -- who readily agreed to it.  We also found out that Kira had written a paperback version of his air combat experiences and they furnished us with a copy of this.  Hickey and I paid to have it translated into English.  So I had a good preliminary introduction to my one-time adversary.  
	At the prescribed time, October 12, 1990, my wife and I had checked into the Tokyo Hilton for a week, my Japanese banker friend had given me a car and a driver to take us around and had booked the executive conference suite on the 37th floor of the Tokyo Hilton.  And had even loaned me his son, Michinobu, who was a law school student and spoke perfect French, English, as well as Japanese, of course.  He was to be my interpreter.  So Michinobu and I waited under the clock in the hotel lobby where we’d agreed to meet Kira and his daughter, and at two o’clock, straight up, here comes Mr. Kira in with his daughter.  I finally had a chance to meet my adversary.

Gregory:	So what are you feeling at this time?

Webster:	Well, kind of mixed emotions.  I certainly wasn’t mad at the guy because he was just doing what he was doing and I was doing what I was doing.  But having read his combat report, I had much more empathy for him than I otherwise would have had.  First of all, I was glad to find out I wasn’t shot down by some rookie on his first flight [laughter].  Not that it was an honor to get shot down by an ace, but it was interesting.  So I nodded to him and gave him my best limited Japanese greeting.  He was very reserved with his nod of acknowledgment.  We went right up to the conference room.  I took a bunch of pictures of him.  We spent, oh, I guess six hours together.  He was the prototype of what looked like a very successful Japanese executive.  He was about 5'5", very solid 150-160 [pounds], and facially he looked like kind of a combination between Gorbachev and Yamamoto.  He had a very handsome tailor-made, single-breasted suit, grey woolen suit, white shirt with a nice tie and French cuffs, gold cufflinks, a blue silk tie.  Very bright eyes that flashed all over the place.  But the feature that I particularly noticed were his well-manicured hands that seemed to be constantly moving when he talked, whether he was smoking a cigarette ... and he was a three pack a day guy ... or whether he was maneuvering his hands with hand signals like all pilots are prone to do.  He had a strong guttural voice, almost sounded like growling.  It made him difficult to interpret what he was saying, because he sounded like he was mad as hell all the time.  But that’s just the form of speech that his generation had grown up using.  But his daughter was very helpful and through her help he responded very willingly to my many questions about his pilot training and his wartime experiences.  It was interesting to hear all his activities and his successes and his fears and his defeats.  One of the most interesting parts, of course, in his little narrative, he wrote down ... I’m reading my own obituary written by somebody else.  I have it here in front of me in case it might be interesting.  It says ... under this chapter heading “B-25 Downed.”  And again, this is a translation, so some of it might sound a little strange.  “About three days later, on July 9, my flight with a formation of seven aircraft took off from Wewak and were in command of the air over Nassau Bay.”  (Nassau Bay is the place in late June that Aussies and Americans landed -- the first of the leapfrogging up the coast activities that MacArthur did).  “We quickly spotted a B-25 coming in from the direction of Buna.  Rapidly, we took up formation to the rear.  Luckily he turned to make his escape towards the spot where I as the leader and my wing man were waiting.  As he came towards me I began to attack from the left rear.  From fifty meters I again closed on him.  I saw bullets from my machine gun pierce the right engine sputteringly.  However there seemed to be no immediate reaction from the big aircraft.”  (Well, hell, the turret was knocked out, you know.  What reaction could I make)?  Back to his report: “I turned and approached it again.  At last flames came out of the starboard engine.  ‘Got him,’ I thought, and broke away at once.  We continued to watch while the burning B-25 made a big smokescreen.  In a twinkling the flames became bigger.  Then, just as I was thinking that the flames were spreading, the engine fell as though it had been wrenched off.”  (That was the gear coming out, see)?  “Even then the enemy aircraft was still flying very stubbornly.  It was being very obstinate about its inevitable fall.  It didn’t want to go down.  We went on, still watching.  Soon, exhausted, it plunged into the sea.  After we made sure of that, we were about to withdraw when we saw a torpedo boat rapidly leaving the nearby beach and head in the direction of the downed B-25.  We began to attack, one after the other, and poured machine gun bullets into the torpedo boat.  Eventually the torpedo boat caught fire and came to a stop.  Between the transparent deep blue waves, the ripples spread out forlornly ...”  Again, this is a translation from the Japanese.  But I didn’t know anything about a boat coming out from the shore to try to rescue us.  This was all new to me.

Gregory:	So you could have been rescued.

Webster:	Well, I could have been rescued by that unknown boat, but it turned out I wasn’t.  Okay.  So here I met the guy that shot me down and read his story of it.  But the most interesting ... the most unique thing about this wasn’t solely about that particular action of July 9 but what happened five weeks later.  By then, I was back on flying status and I led one flight of the  8th Squadron when ... the 3rd Attack Group ... the three B-25 squadrons of the 3rd Attack Group, along with the 345th Group, attacked the four Japanese aircraft bases at Wewak, which at that time nobody’d ever been up that far -- no strafers had been ... B-17s had tried to go up there and usually got hell shot out of them.  So here six squadrons of B-25 strafers in a dawn attack, the Wewak bases and my target was Dagua, which was one of the four bases up there ... and it was where Kira was stationed.  So here five weeks after he shoots me down, I’m up there bombing him.  And here’s what he says in his book about this ... and this, again, made me more appreciative of the guy, knowing that he too had suffered and had experienced fear.  Here’s what he says about that ... and if this is more than you want to know, just cut me off.   He’s talking about the night of August 16.  “It was a night when it was hard to sleep.  Although I was tired and with high temperature from malaria, I broke in a sweat and found it hard to sleep.  Then the comfortable feeling that tomorrow was a rest day and I didn’t have to fly sent me into a deep sleep.  A subordinate came bursting in the tent and woke me by shouting loudly.  The sound of the engines of enemy aircraft could be heard.  When I asked him for details, he told me that he went out on the near seashore.  He had seen enemy aircraft approaching.  Rubbing my sleepy eyes, I rushed out.  As usual, our 24th aircraft had been brought into the jungle.”  )That means into dispersal areas).  “But the sixty new aircraft of the 14th Group, which had arrived only yesterday, were lined up nicely on the airfield ready for today’s servicing.  Some of them even had their engines running.  In these circumstances our aircraft could not take off immediately.  ‘It’s the noise of the formation,’ said the same soldier who had followed me out.  ‘This is serious.’  I turned around.  A formation of B-25s was coming in quickly over the top of the coconut trees.  ‘Wow!’  Then there was the following unit.  The advance guard unit was already before our very eyes.  There was no time to run to the air raid trench.  Immediately I concealed myself beneath the shield of the coconut trees.  Vroom!  Vroom!  With their engines making a noise that nearly burst my eardrums, the enemy formation was skimming by overhead.  I could clearly see the enemy soldiers strafing, leaning out of the aircraft ...”  (A couple of guys had apparently opened the windows.  We had one lieutenant  named “Two-gun Brown” in the  8th Squadron, and when he’d go over a target -- he was a co-pilot -- he’d lean out the right window and shoot his .45.  Stupidest thing in the world.  But Kira says he could see enemy soldiers leaning out of the aircraft).  “Then parachutes dropped from the lead aircraft.  Then the second and third aircraft passed, strafing, dropping more parachutes from each one.  ‘We’re done for.  Dammit!’ I said.  I believed an enemy unit was parachuting down.”  (He thought they were dropping midget paratroopers instead of these bombs).  “I was naked; I had no weapons on me.  This was a bad mistake.  I looked again.  These parachutes were suspended by ... were smaller than men.  They were parachute bombs. One wave, two waves, three waves.  It was quite a large unit.  Mingled with the sound of their engines, the sound of the bombs exploding was violent.  The airdrome was quickly thick with smoke.  The engine sound became distant.  The next bombing was another group of higher B-24s.  The newly arrived Japanese aircraft were burning.  It was a terrible conflagration.  The noise was like that of a storm.  Here and there ground crew soldiers had been struck down.  I ran to my aircraft revetment.  While the plane was safe and I breathed a sigh of relief, it was short-lived.  My ground crew sergeant responsible for my aircraft was writhing about, squatting on the ground.  As I helped him to his feet I saw that he was covered in fresh blood around his stomach. It was a serious wound.  I rushed him to a car so that I could take him to the sickbay.  The windshield was broken and the body of the car was crushed.  The engine would not start.  I couldn’t move the vehicle.  The flames from the burning aircraft were dreadful.  A black smoke was spreading west, spreading out a smoke screen.  It was not happening at our base only but at the other three bases, too.  All four air fields along the coastline came the same black smoke was spreading.  It was a ghastly spectacle.  Gazing at it, my eyes were blurred with tears of disappointment.”  That ends his account of this raid.  So this pilot who shot me down, inflicted some wounds and some anguish on me, but five weeks later, as fate would have it,  8th Squadron attacks his base, we drop bombs and cause some anguish for him.  
	As it turned out, that attack ... August 17 -- and it was repeated again the next day, almost the same time and virtually the same targets, the same method, same tactics.  But between the two days, that virtually ended the ability of the Japanese air units to operate in New Guinea.  Because the bombs ... they destroyed over 200 aircraft on those four air fields and killed a lot of people -- 1,000 people, maybe.  But the major things was it destroyed their aviation fuel dumps and even more important, their water desalinization units, which were very limited to start with.  And when you’re in a jungle environment like that and have no water and no means to replace potable water, you got a problem.  So that action of August 17 - 18, 1943, on the Wewak areas, you know, virtually sealed the north coast of New Guinea and also meant that Rabaul, which was the supply point for all the Guadalcanal activities ... that it’s tactical use was further limited ‘cause they had no way of supplying ... coming down the northwest coast of New Guinea.  They had to come in through the north, through Truk, which was where our submarines were picking them off like crazy.  
	I wasn’t aware of all this at the time it was happening ... and you’d be surprised how little people in combat know other than what’s right in their own plane or in their own foxhole or in their own little 100 yards or so of where they’re fighting.  You don’t know about anything else; you’re just trying to stay alive and do what you’re told.  The fact that you may feel fear ... everybody has some degree of fear, some more than others.  Hopefully your training ... the repetition of doing what you’re told time and time and time and time again, pretty soon it hopefully becomes second nature and you do that and counteract whatever fear you might have.  The second thing about fear is that while you may feel fear, if you have the right esprit d’ corps, you don’t want to show it to your companions.  If I show fear, maybe he’ll show fear.  So you’re inclined to ... not adopt false bravery ... but hopefully you conceal your fear and you just keep plodding on as best you can.  
	Again, having read Kira’s report, I was ... again, I felt empathy for him.  He had fought well.  He fought better than I did.  He bleeds just like I do.  I mean, he tells jokes, he has a girl friend, he likes to drink beer, he knows the terror of battle and the exhaustion of air combat.  He finally succumbed to malaria trying to fly, and that’s a tough combination.  He finally had to be evacuated out of New Guinea.  He was off combat flying for about a year or so in Japan, came back in the battle for the Philippines and shot down about ten or twelve more American aircraft.  
	Near the end of the war he was kind of the head instructor of a kamikaze outfit.  His job was to train these young kids, give them twenty-five, thirty hours of flying time, and he’d lead ‘em on a takeoff and take them to the launch point and point to where they were supposed to crash dive.  Then he was supposed to come back and train another group.  His story tells how this became very repugnant to him.  Finally he was assigned to lead a mission, not just take them to the launch point.  The first such mission he went on, where he was supposed to crash, he ... in taxiing out, his plane taxied into a filled-in bomb hole and pitched down a foot or so.  The ground compacted and the plane went up on its nose and bent the propeller so he couldn’t go that day.  The next time he was assigned to go ... and by now it’s like August 6 or 7 of ‘45 and he’s assigned to go again.  And the weather closed in.  And by golly, about two days later the Japanese high command disclosed their plan for this super last strike that they were going to launch a mass suicide raid.  They had ratholed fuel and what few combat aircraft they had left and patched up some more and they had almost 6,000 aircraft that they were going to launch in the last kamikaze attempt to break up the naval forces that were in the waters off Okinawa, getting ready to invade Japan, had an actual Allied invasion taken place.  And they had all these planes ready to go and in position, had ferried them all down to the southern Japanese islands short of Okinawa.  They were ready to go on, like, August 10.  The first nuclear [atomic] bomb at Hiroshima had gone off and they stood down.  The second bomb at Nagasaki had gone off a couple days later.  The Japanese called off all hostilities on August 15 and Kira survived the war.  I think he ended up having something like twenty-four American kills plus seven of them up in China during the days when the Japanese were fighting up in Manchuria.  He later became in instructor in the Japanese air defense forces.  Learned to speak a little bit of English there because they were flying American F-80s and he reluctantly had to learn it.  The American instructional methods were mandatory to be incorporated by the Japanese if they were going to use our equipment.  So Kira learned enough English ... enough American aeronautical terms so that once he and I started talking tactics and flying matters, I could understand his terms well enough, he could understand mine and that with hand signals, we got along famously.  It was a very interested evening.  We broke it up about 7:30 and our Japanese banker friend treated us to a very fancy, fancy Japanese restaurant -- one of these ten-course dinners.  I think it was something like two hundred bucks a head.   It was really fancy.  
	Kira wasn’t ... he wasn’t at all apologetic.  I didn’t expect him to be apologetic.  He was just the way he was.  He was kinda unrepentant and that was fine.  As far as he was concerned, he didn’t lose the war -- the country just decided to stop fighting.  He still was Kira the Ace.  I didn’t feel any anger toward him.  I did jokingly say that ... I said, “Well, you beat me on July 9, 1943; I beat you August 17.  Do you want to go two out of three?” [laughter]   He laughed and we let it go at that.  Then we exchanged Christmas cards for a couple of years.  Well, we exchanged gifts when we met, you know, like Japanese do.  He gave us some very lovely jewelry from his island of Kyushu and I gave him some ... a nice male manicure set, which was unique ... when I saw how important this guy’s hands were to him, and a nice Italian silk tie, and something else -- one other item.  In about 1993 we got this card addressed to my wife and myself.  My wife was with me all these times and we got some interesting pictures of this guy.  We got this card with black mourning on the envelope but inside it was a red card and there was a letter from ... it was a Japanese card with kind of silhouette of Fuji on one side and on the back side was the note from the daughter.  Of course she had told us out of his earshot that he had already been diagnosed as having stomach cancer and had had one operation already, and that the doctor had told him that if he didn’t stop smoking, his condition would be accelerated.  As I say, the six hours or so with him, I bet he smoked three packs of cigarettes.  But anyway, this note from his daughter saying that he had died, but that the day before he died he had asked her to write me and tell me how much he enjoyed meeting me.

Gregory:	 So there was some sense of bonding with you two guys.

Webster:	Exactly.  So that’s kind the uniqueness of my little story.

Gregory:	That’s a nice extra dimension you’ve got there. 

Webster:	Whether that is of any interest to you project or not, I don’t know.

Gregory:	Absolutely.  Absolutely.

Webster:	It’s a little different.

Gregory:	It’s a lot different.  Bet there aren’t many that have that story.

Webster:	And again, Hickey, the writer in Boulder who put the pieces together, was going to try to make a thirty minute documentary out of it and sell it to one of the stations, but Mr.. Kira didn’t want any publicity.  He did permit us to take pictures of him, but he didn’t want any reporters at the meeting or he didn’t want any TV cameras.  And that was all right with me.  I just wanted to meet the guy.  So it was a unique experience.

Gregory:	You must have been decorated, weren’t you?

Webster:	Oh, yeah, yeah, yeah.  I’ve got a Silver Star for conspicuous gallantry in action, two Air Medals, two Purple Hearts, seven combat unit citations, and then all the usual theater stuff.  I never did get back into action in World War II.  Then I got some Korean time.  When I was recalled for the Korean War, my squadron was flying usually materiel and replacements westbound, going to Korea through either Haneda or Tachikawa in Japan, and then on into one of the bases in Korea, or bringing patients out.  Mostly air-evacs from Korea came back to Letterman Hospital in San Francisco.  So I didn’t do any combat under fire.  I smelled a lot of burn cases litter coming out of Korea, but ...

Gregory:	Well, you were in the thick of it, though.

Webster:	Yeah, well, kinda, yeah.

Gregory:	When you were in New Guinea ... well, in the Pacific, did you have a best pal?

Webster:	Yeah, I guess Jack Taylor probably was ... we’d gone through flying school together in ‘41.  While he was in the 89th, I was in the 8th, we flew together occasionally when our two units were combined or the people were combined as the planes were combined.  I was best man at his May 1942 wedding, he was best man at my May 2, 1942 wedding.  We both survived.  I stay in touch with him.  He’s visited us here in Little Rock and then we visited him in Novato, California.  So he’s a best pal going on sixty years.

Gregory:	So when you weren’t flying, what kind of things did you guys do?

Webster:	Well, of course I had ... my wife said I had the best of both worlds.  If they were looking for me at my job at the bank, I could always say I was out being the commander out at the field and my boss couldn’t yell too much because he was a retired major general himself. So he couldn’t object to it.  And if I was supposed to be at the field, why they could always cover for me and say well he’s downtown at the bank.  But I retired from banking in December of ‘85 and I’ve been here at the Methodist Foundation of Arkansas ... I’m the Associate Director.  I do primarily investing; I manage a $50 million endowment fund; I’m the tax consultant and the estate planning guru for the Methodist Foundation.  We work primarily with ... through the various Methodist churches in Arkansas providing gift planning for their members -- if somebody wants to give money to their church and wants to get some ideas on the best way to do it -- best ways for their church, best ways for them tax-wise, why then they come to the Foundation.  We provide all this mostly for free.  Because we’re not SEC registered, we’re not permitted to take individual funds.  So the bulk of our $50 million is endowment money for specific purposes.  We do give grants of a million dollars or so each year, but the bulk of the income that we generate is for, you know, maintaining church properties.

Gregory:	And enjoy life in Arkansas, no doubt.

Webster:	Oh, yeah.  I wake up every morning saying, “God, isn’t it great to be alive.”  I am on borrowed time and I recognize that and that makes me even more thankful.  I’m very goal oriented; I get up every morning and I’ve got something specific to do and I’ve got a time to do it in.  I think that’s what you have to do.  My wife and I travel a lot -- we’re still physically able to travel.  I’ve never traveled at the expense of the taxpayer.  I always go coach on one of the commercial airlines.  We plan to keep that up as long as we’re financially and physically able to.

Gregory:	How are you holding up?  Did we cover your agenda?

Webster:	Well, we covered everything that I had intended to cover.

Gregory:	Give me one last go here.  I’ve run across Flying Sergeants ... you’re familiar with those people, no doubt.

Webster:	Yep.  Know of them but not well.

Gregory:	As a 2nd lieutenant in World War II, what would be your assessment of those people?  Did you run across them?

Webster:	Well, you have to understand the chronology of these guys.  I went through as a flying cadet.  I was commissioned a 2nd lieutenant in December of 1941.  I was in the  class called “41-I,” ‘41 designating the year and “I” meaning the A B C D ... I was an “I”, which was the last class of ‘41.  Starting with about ‘42 D and F ... and I really don’t know why, except it might have been to try to replicate what the RAF does, and the guys, instead of being graduated as 2nd lieutenants, they were FOs.  They were Flying Officers.  That went on for three or four classes.  Then ... and again, I don’t know why ... they trained a bunch of people for pilot training and then kind of cross-trained them in glider training.  These guys ... a lot of them, when they were given their wings, were made Flying Sergeants because they were going to be in that particular phase of the air effort, not in bomber action or fighter action.  I may incorrectly differentiate between a flying sergeant and a flight officer.  But I never served with sergeants while I was in the Pacific.  Now the FOs, these guys that were graduated in the middle of ‘42, and within about a year or so they automatically changed their designation back to 2nd lieutenants.  And they were put in the same promotion stream as their contemporaries were, based on time of service.  So while at the time they might have felt differentiated against by being called FOs instead of 2nd lieutenants, think within time they could anticipate the same ... if there was a standard ... the Air Corps and the Air Force, in promoting people is far different from the Navy.  The Navy does it by ... primarily by time.  You’ll be so long a jg, so long a lieutenant, so long a lieutenant commander, et cetera.  The Army Air Corps and the Air Force, if you show a little more initiative and have good luck, you might get promoted faster than your buddy next to you.  Or you might not get promoted at all.  And I don’t know whether that’s good or bad.  But at any rate, there is a different criteria that’s used in the various services, and a different criteria used within certain time frames of that same service.  So these Flight Officers and these Flying Sergeants came at a time when somebody in Air Force personnel thought it would be appropriate to call them that.  Unfortunately it kind of made them, in the eyes of some people, kind of second class citizens.  But they really weren’t.  It was just the way the ball bounced at that particular time.  And that’s my understanding of the way this phenomenon came about.  The Marine Corps had a few flying sergeant pilots in the early 1940s but they were either commissioned or phased out.

Gregory:	That’s helpful.  I just wondered if there was any stigma as far as you were concerned.

Webster:	No, none whatsoever.  No, the guy that was my first co-pilot, Ed Shook, who later made regular ... the real differentiation in the Air Force became between the reservists and the regular Air Force people.  This is before they had the Air Force Academy.  It never bothered me that I was not a regular.  I was the only Air National Guard Wing Commander that wasn’t a technician ... that means he’s a full time state employee -- got paid by the federal government, or wasn’t regular Air Force.  But it didn’t bother me.  Hell, all I was trying to do was stay alive and do the best I could.  And I stayed alive.  But, you know, as far as ... my co-pilot was an FO for a couple of months before he was promoted up to 2nd lieutenant.  He ended his service as a full colonel.  Did a hell of a job; lives in Dallas area now.  I’m sure for a time these guys wondered “What did we do to get this title stuck on us?”  My second co-pilot in late ‘43 was a West Point captain.

Gregory:	Very good, sir. I’ve had a good day; I hope you have, too.

Webster:	Well, I’ve enjoyed it.  I’m sorry I rambled on like I did.  You can delete whatever you want to.

Gregory:	Oh, no.  I’m going to just repeat what I did at the outset, General, and that is that you do understand that we have tape-recorded this conversation?

Webster:	Right.

End of interview
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